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extended outdoor trail use, and indeed there are difficulties
and tensions for outdoor settings that do not exist in urban
areas [2]. The workshop will reflect on ways that technology
has influenced trail experiences, and it will look ahead to
how emerging technologies can be selected, designed, and
deployed to appropriately meet extended outdoor needs.

The Technology on the Trail workshop will examine the
encroachment of technology into hiking and outdoor
adventures, with a focus on identifying and developing ways
for technology to support positive and mutually beneficial
connections among people. These connections include both
intentional ones helpful in collecting scientific data,
supporting the environment, maintaining safety, and sharing
via social media. We will also explore more opportunistic
connections, such as those that are leveraged when tracking
and sharing biometric or geotemporal data. With the
inclusion of technology in places where it is not used and
sometimes not welcome, there will be mismatches of ethics
and values that must be considered in the design and use of
technology. The workshop will examine existing and
emerging challenges of bringing technology onto the trail and
reflect on ways to understand, design, and deploy appropriate
technological solutions moving forward.

The workshop will focus on connections that are both
intentional and more opportunistic. Intentional ones are
helpful when collecting scientific data, supporting the
environment, and sharing via social media. Certainly
scientific domains like plant pathology, weed science,
weather and climate change, education, and health and fitness
all have demonstrated benefit from technology use,
particularly in outdoor settings away from urban areas
[1,10,14,16]. However, technology use adds challenges and
technology adoption can be difficult to encourage. And the
communication and social media tools that people rely on in
urban environments are difficult to abandon when on the
trail, yet technological and social issues arise when these
technologies are used in an outdoor environment for
extended times.
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We will also consider more unintentional, non-interruptive
technology use, such as tracking and sharing biometric or
geotemporal data. Just as technology tailored for drivers like
Waze and Google Maps leverage information collected from
mobile devices [14], the devices that are (or could be) carried
by hikers can collect and share information that inform others
about challenging trail conditions. This type of scenario
represents both opportunities that may arise in carrying
tracking and recording devices as well as ethical issues
related to sharing data from sparsely-populated trails. We
will consider the balance between opportunities and
responsibilities during the workshop.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP THEME

The Technology on the Trail workshop examines ways that
technology is (and often intentionally isn’t) used in hiking
and other outdoor adventures, with a focus on supporting
communication
and
connection
between
people.
Technologies such as mobile phones, GPS systems, online
maps, biometric devices, wearables, and augmented reality
provide possibilities for collecting and sharing information
during outdoor activities, and hikers have written about their
experiences with technology in extended hiking settings
[3,4,8]. These technologies often are not designed for

Important in the consideration of technology on the trail is
the role of tech-generated notifications, particularly the ways
in which attention can be diverted in ways that are
interruptive and unwanted. Prior work suggests a need to
understand the balance between attention allocation and task
utility, most recently and relevantly in domains related to
walking and hiking [5,6,9,11,12]. The workshop explores the
balance between costs and benefits of tech-based
notifications, and how designers, builders, and users can
assess them based on their own values and scenarios.
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Channeling conflicts

The workshop examines existing and emerging challenges of
bringing technology onto the trail and reflect on ways to
understand, design, and deploy appropriate technological
solutions moving forward. In addition, this workshop will
also examine tensions in how technologies represent
particular values and beliefs, with a focus on what constitutes
legitimate activities in hiking and outdoor cultures [8,13]. We
view the workshop as a time for reflection on the many
technologies that already exist in extended trail-related
situations, and a time to consider the future that we want for
technology on the trail.

While people generally envision technology as an invention
to solve a problem or make an activity easier, many trail
walkers are specifically looking for the natural challenge that
hiking through wilderness poses. As one would expect,
conflicts between the technologists and the purists arise.
This activity will explore how these cultural norms around
technology develop, and how technology has evolved in
ways not intended to make hiking easier. While supportive
technologies might seem helpful, such as precise GPS
locating, they have the potential to create divisions in the
community between people who use them and people who
spurn them. Communities can also develop rifts between the
“old-timers” and the “newcomers” to an activity, and because
many people hike far from their homes, an “outsiders” vs
“locals” dynamic can also come into play. This work session
digs into the cultural significance of technology both within
and between communities of people.

This workshop builds on an initial workshop held at Virginia
Tech in March 2017. The initial workshop allowed us to
identify key themes, innovative research methods appropriate
for this area, and some prior research and researchers—with
the plan to develop follow-up workshops on specific relevant
themes. The workshop at GROUP seeks to examine group
and community issues that arise on the trail with relation to
technology, seeking to understand the differing goals and
motivations of people who spend time on trails.

Brainstorming beginnings

When it comes to technology on the trail, many people have
preconceptions about how hikers feel about both their own
usage and the usage of others. Activities like reading a book
are experienced very differently depending on whether one is
reading a paperback or reading on a Kindle. Both direct and
indirect social interactions on the trail are affected by
technology, and the very presence of technology outdoors
can change the experience. Those taking part in this activity
will bring to the discussion a broad range of experiences with
hikers, trails, and other outdoor communities. Together, we
can compare and contrast our own understandings of those
who do and don’t use technology on trails by delving into the
mindsets of hikers through a series of cultural probe
activities.

AIM AND GOALS

The Technology on the Trail workshops seek to allow people
interested in the technology on the trail theme and the
GROUP community to connect, share, and further ideas and
projects. The following goals help focus the workshops:





Connect people interested in the topic area, facilitate
idea exchange, and identify collaborators and
collaboration opportunities.
Craft and advance projects based on the idea exchange
that occurs at the workshop.
Further a growing repository of information related to
the workshop topic area.
Produce a special issue of a journal to serve as scholarly
output for dissemination of results related to the
workshop theme.

Lunchtime hike

The lunch break (and the fortuitous conference location)
affords the opportunity to put into action our morning
findings. Workshop participants will be invited to try out
(physically or imagined) a technology that could be brought
onto a hike while taking an out-and-back walk starting from
the conference venue. Technology possibilities that many
workshop participants have in their possession may include
still/video cameras, step counters, smart watches, heath and
wellness sensors, audio recorders, mobile phones, and more.
But participants can also undertake their hike using an
imagined technology, perhaps imagining a different activity
or role. The conference location is known for hiking, bird
watching, and shell collecting along its beaches. A few
minutes at the end of the lunch break will be dedicated to
sharing pictures, videos, and other artifacts--reflecting on
thoughts and findings. This tends to be a fun and popular
activity that helps drive discussion during future sessions.

ACTIVITIES

The Technology on the Trail workshops seek to live up to the
"work" portion of the name, establishing relationships
between workshop participants early on but focusing
primarily on accumulating collective knowledge toward the
workshop goals. Sample activity themes are described in this
section.
Identifying roles

An initial activity will engage all participants toward
identifying roles of trail-goers. Examples may include
scientists who work outdoors, people who hike for fun or
exercise, scouts who hike to learn, mushroom foragers who
hike to find food, and many more. We will group them in
multiple ways, evolve some into simple personas, and
consider the relationships between pairs and groups of the
personas. This activity seeks to encourage people to think
about the many reasons that people may choose to bring
technology on the trail.

Science and education on the trail

Smartphones and Internet-connected devices are changing
the ways that data are collected in outdoor trail settings, and
the widespread ownership of these devices make possible a
role for the crowdsourcing of data collection on trails.
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shortly after the workshop. The site will remain as a growing
repository of information related to the workshop topic area.

However, it is important for trained scientists, technologists,
and educators to craft experiences that will be useful and
enlightening to those who undertake them as well as
productive and valid in terms of the data that are produced.
This session will explore the kinds of data and experiences
can be collected and crafted, toward understanding the types
of experiences that are best suited for technology on the trail.
The session will consider both formal science education and
informal science education across a range of ages. The
session will provide hands-on opportunities to explore tools
and data that are in use in the field, and to speculate about the
types of tools that could be developed with emerging
technologies.

Workshop outcomes will be published in a special issue of a
journal, with preparations and journal selection under way.
The target submission deadline is May 2018, seeking to
allow sufficient time to develop and evolve themes from the
workshop into publishable journal papers.
WORKSHOP DETAILS

The workshop is centered on the initiative blog site at
technologyonthetrail.wordpress.com, which will serve as an
enduring reminder of the workshop themes and findings. The
site reflects the contributions of the core participants from
our initial workshop, and to the many related topics identified
through the initiative.

Prototyping with paper (and more)

Building on the roles identified in the opening session, and
integrating findings from other sessions, this session seeks to
generate focused, creative prototypes. This activity starts
with simple sketches but includes crafting materials that
enable more complex prototyping of mobile and wearable
technologies that may be feasible in the near future. This
session encourages participants to focus their creative efforts
within realistic boundaries toward prototypes that address
opportunities for which technology can play a role.

Candidate participants will generate a brief project statement
to appear on the workshop blog, with links to other relevant
papers, projects, and writings. Workshop participant
selection is based on relevance to the theme and coverage of
important aims and goals.
Workshop outcomes, and future outcomes of the Technology
on the Trail initiative, will be available on the initiative blog
site. We expect follow-up workshops to emerge from these
efforts, as well as through a journal special issue and a book.

Reflecting on data

Hiking and other trail activities have the potential to generate
large amounts of data, particularly with recent and emerging
technologies that can meld temporal, biometric, location, and
other data with minimal inconvenience to the hiker. While
models for visualizing and understanding data are common,
this session explores ways to reflect on trail data, both by
exploring the uses and limitations of existing tools and by
speculating on possibilities of novel, emerging technologies.

NAMES AND BACKGROUNDS OF THE ORGANIZERS

Scott McCrickard is an Associate Professor of Computer
Science and a member of the Center for HCI at Virginia
Tech. He is the director of the Technology on the Trail
initiative, running an initial workshop at Virginia Tech and
maintaining a blog of reading reflections, stories, projects,
and other information related to the theme. His research
focuses on awareness and notifications, with applications
generally developed for mobile devices for areas in which
appropriate notifications have great potential value like
health and wellness, assistive technologies, educational
situations, and technology on the trail.

Paths toward progress

The closing workshop activity draws together all workshop
attendees toward identifying future directions. Session
leaders put forth promising directions from each of the prior
sessions, and participants will present ways that they can
further develop the ideas identified during the activities. By
attaching names to ideas, there can be follow-up with the
participants to identify progress.

Michael Horning is an Assistant Professor of Communication and co-director of the Social Informatics area of the
Center for HCI at Virginia Tech. His research focuses on the
social and psychological effect of communication
technologies. He designs, develops, and evaluates web and
mobile software solutions for support of communities.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The primary outcome of the workshop is to connect people
interested in the topic area, facilitating idea exchange and
identifying collaborators. It is expected that projects will be
crafted or furthered based on the idea exchange, course
initiatives and projects will be identified, and relevant data
repositories created and extended.

Steve Harrison is an Associate Professor of Practice in
Computer Science, director of the Human-Centered Design
Program of the Graduate School, and co-director of the
Social Informatics area of the Center for HCI at Virginia
Tech. Among his varied research interests is the way in
which ICT is re-shaping the idea of being on the trail.

Blog posts and pages on the Technology on the Trail site
provide both immediate and enduring feedback to those
interested in the workshop. They include personal narratives
crafted prior to the start of the workshop, allowing attendees
to become familiar with each others' ideas and directions.
Relevant reading reflections will be encouraged prior to the
workshop as well. Activity findings will be posted at or

Ellie Harmon is an ethnographer, researcher, writer, bicyclist,
and hiker. She hiked the Pacific Crest Trail in 2013 and the
Appalachian Trail in 2008, writing about her experiences as
part of her dissertation and professional papers. She
researches and writes about people and technologies as a
freelance consultant through her company, encountering.tech.
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Alan Dix is a computing professor at Birmingham University
and researcher at Talis Ltd., working on most things that
connect people and computers. He is first author of a widelyused human computer interaction textbook. From mid-April
to July 2013 he walked the complete periphery of Wales,
over a thousand miles. The walk was a personal journey, but
also a technological and community one, exploring the needs
of the walker and the people along the way. He is continuing
to work on writing and collating data from his journey.
Norman Makoto Su an Assistant Professor in the School of
Informatics and Computing at Indiana University
Bloomington. Academically, his interests lie in HCI, CSCW,
ubiquitous computing, organizational/management science,
and science & technology studies (STS). He studies people's
relationship with technology and how this relationship has
and can be changed. He has studied a wide range of “users”;
most relevantly he examined the dialectics of fair chase
practices of hunters through interviews and observations of
hunters in the American Midwest.
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